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Abstract

Two equations were formulated in order to estimate the degree of sexual asymmetry for monoecious species. The concepts of the equations were formulated on the basis of the effective population numbers of female and male parents [i.e., A(v)] and the differences of relative frequency between genders [i.e., A(v)]. These equations were applied to estimate the degree of sexual asymmetry based on the empirical data of flowering assessment in a clonal seed orchard of Pinus densiflora. The yearly variation in the production of female and male strobili was found. The effective population numbers at gamete levels (v) and clone level (v) varied among 8 observation years. Both A(v) and A(v) were negatively correlated with effective numbers at gamete and clone levels. Averages of female and male strobilus production and estimates of sexual asymmetry were negatively correlated but the correlation was not significant. The correlations among effective number of clone (v), arithmetic mean of female and male effective numbers (v) and estimate of sexual asymmetry [A(v)] were strong and significantly. Generally larger difference between v and v were found when higher level of sexual asymmetry were observed.
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Introduction

Pinus densiflora Sieb. et Zucc. is one of the important tree species from the aspects of utilization of forest resources and the management of forest ecosystem in Korea. The breeding program for this species has been performed since 1959 with a selection of plus trees and an establishment of 99 ha seed orchards (HAN et al., 2001a).

The main goals for establishing and managing seed orchards are the massive production of genetically improved seeds and the maintenance of genetic diversity present in seed orchards. Tree breeders want to maintain identical allelic structures between parental and offspring in seed orchard populations. However, this option can be expected only in the case of populations under panmictic equilibrium. From this point of view, the maintenance of random mating among clones is one of the cru
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clonal keys to successful management of seed orchards (Robards et al., 1991; Chaisurisri and El-Kassaby, 1993; El-Kassaby and Cook, 1994; Burczyk and Chalupka, 1997).

The clonal contribution to seed production in a seed orchard might be one of the most important factors that should be taken into account when managing seed orchards, because the genetic composition of the offspring is determined by the contribution of each clone. Differences of clonal contribution have been reported in several studies and known to be influenced by genetic factors rather than environmental factors (Griffin, 1982; Askew, 1988; Kjær, 1996; Han et al., 1999; Nikkanen and Ruotsalainen, 2000).

To date, numerous studies have been carried out to obtain the information related to reproductive processes such as flowering assessment, phenology, clonal contribution and background pollination in seed orchards (Burczyk and Prat, 1997; Gömöry et al., 2003). Of these, estimation of sexual asymmetry (i.e. unequal contribution of gametes through pollen and ovules) is not common in forest tree populations (Ziehe, 1982; Shaw and Allard, 1982; Choi et al., 1989).

The estimates of the degree of sexual asymmetry in seed orchard populations make it possible to evaluate the genetic composition of seed crops and to assess the factors influencing seed quality. Also, genetic correlation (i.e., asymmetry) between female and male fertility can affect orchard management options (Savolainen et al., 1993; Kang, 2001). For estimating the sexual asymmetry, theoretical models and empirical results were reported on the basis of the differences of reproductive success analyzed by biochemical markers or estimated by direct observation of female and male strobilus production (Lloyd, 1979; Müller-Starck et al., 1983). But the biochemical analysis or the direct observation may give biased results from the genetic constitution of seed crops because such methods are based on the gene pool of a population or sometimes assume sexual symmetry.

The electrophoretic determination for the gamete structure of embryos and endosperms in conifers offers the possibility to infer the existence of sexual specific patterns within the reproductive system at a population level. However, there are some limitations to apply the results directly into the management of seed orchards, such as genetic thinning, supplemental mass pollination and cone induction activities, because of non-numerical or inappropriate data.

In the present study, we developed a new method for the estimation of sexual asymmetry in order to solve above difficulty, using two equations derived from the effective population numbers of female and male parents, and the differences of relative frequency between genders. The equations developed were applied to estimate the degree of sexual asymmetry based on the empirical data from the flowering assessment in a clonal seed orchard of Pinus densiflora.

Materials and Methods

Seed orchard and flowering assessment

The numbers of male and female strobili were surveyed in a clonal seed orchard of Pinus densiflora. This orchard was established at one of the Experimental Forests by Korea Forest Research Institute (former Forest Genetics Research Institute) in 1977, and located in Anmyon, Chungnam province (lat.: 36°3’N, long.: 126°2’E and elev.: 35m). A total of 192 clones (total 12,833 ramets) were planted at the stage of establishment and the proportion of clone was partially unbalanced owing to mortality of ramets and genetic thinning. Genetic thinning was carried out when grafts were 19 years old. Grafts were planted with the space of 5 m × 5 m.

Contribution of a clone was estimated by counting the number of female and male strobili from 6 ramets per clone, randomly chosen, under the assumption that strobilus production is proportional to the number of gametes. For further analysis, relative contributions of female and male parents were calculated based on the production of female and male strobili. A detailed description of this seed orchard and the observation procedures were given by Kang (2001).

Formulation

For estimating the degree of sexual asymmetry based on the level of individual, two formulae on sexual asymmetry were developed and formulated in the present study. One was based on the differences of relative frequency between genders, and the other was from the differences between the two types of effective numbers at clone level.

1. Sexual asymmetry $A_s^{(v)}$ using differences of relative frequency between sexes

First, we adopted the city-block metric that is similar to the concept of genetic distance proposed by Gregorius (1974) to estimate the sexual asymmetry as follows:

$$A_s^{(v)} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (X_{i(f)} - X_{i(m)})}{2} \quad 0 \leq A_s^{(v)} \leq 1 \quad [1]$$

where $N$ is the total number of clone, $X_{i(f)}$ is the relative contribution of $i$-th clone to the whole population as female and $X_{i(m)}$ is the relative contribution of $i$-th clone to the whole population as male parents. The sums of contribution for female and male are equal to one, respectively.

2. Sexual asymmetry $A_s^{(m)}$ using differences of effective numbers between sexes

We also estimated the grade of sexual asymmetry using the differences between two types of effective numbers for female and male, which were proposed by Choi et al. (1999) as:

$$A_s^{(m)} = \frac{V_f - V_m}{V_f} \quad 0 \leq A_s^{(m)} \leq 1 \quad [2]$$

where $V_f$ is the effective number of clone, $V_f = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{x} x_i(f) + x_i(m)}{2}$, $x_i$ is the arithmetic mean of female and male effective numbers,

$$v_f = \frac{V_f + V_m}{2} \quad [3]$$

$v_f$ is the female effective number by female contribution,

$$v_f = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{x} x_i(f)}{x(f)} \quad [4]$$

and

$$v_m = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{x} x_i(m)}{x(m)} \quad [5]$$

$v_m$ is the male effective number by male contribution,

Pearson’s correlation coefficients were calculated to find out the relationship among the estimates. Note that $A_s^{(v)}$ or $A_s^{(m)}$ equal to 1 means perfect sexual asymmetry. When $A_s^{(v)}$ or $A_s^{(m)}$ is close to zero, orchard clones approach to sexual symmetry.

Results

Variation in strobilus production

The yearly variation in the production of female and male strobili from 99 clones over 8 years is presented in Table 1. The
average number of strobili per clone varied from 10.8 (2001) to 129.1 (2002) for female and 244.4 (2000) to 756.3 (2002) for male. The coefficient of variation was highest for female in 1997 and for male in 1998. The peak of strobili production was not coupled with the peak of the coefficient of variation (Table 1). The coefficient of variation in male was lower than that in female over the studied period, except in 1999 when the difference was marginal. The correlations between female and male strobilus production were in general weak, and most of them were not significantly different from zero. Thus we did not consider these for the estimation of effective number.

**Effective population number**

The various types of effective population numbers were estimated based mainly on the relative contribution of orchard clones (Table 2). On average, the effective numbers at gamete levels (\(v_f\) and \(v_m\)) and clone level (\(v_c\)) were large enough and showed small differences (\(v_f = 85.4\), \(v_m = 89.1\), and \(v_c = 91.5\)).

The effective population numbers at gamete levels (\(v_f\)) varied among the observation years with the range from 52.9 to 86.9 for female and from 56.0 to 92.5 for male. The values of \(v_f\) and \(v_m\) were higher when the CVs in strobili production were smaller. The effective population numbers at clone level (\(v_c\)) also varied among years.

**Sexual asymmetry**

The estimates of sexual asymmetry were lowest in 1996 [\(A_s{v_f} = 0.171\) and \(A_s{v_m} = 0.050\)] and highest in 1999 [\(A_s{v_f} = 0.375\) and \(A_s{v_m} = 0.207\)] (Table 2). Both \(A_s{v_f}\) and \(A_s{v_m}\) were negatively correlated with \(v_f\), \(v_m\), \(v_c\), and \(v_s\), and the correlation among \(A_s{v_f}\), \(v_s\) and \(v_c\) were statistically significant (Table 3). The correlations between averages of female (\(X_f\)) and male (\(X_m\)) strobili production and estimates of sexual asymmetry [\(A_s{v_f}\), \(A_s{v_m}\)] were not significant and there was the trend of negative correlation among them (Table 3). As expected, there were strong, negative correlations between \(CV_f\) and \(v_f\) and between \(CV_m\) and \(v_m\), which were statistically significant.

Correlation between \(v_f\) and \(v_m\) was strong and highly significant, indicating that an effective number estimated by an arithmetic mean of female and male contributions would not be far from that obtained from clonal contribution. The correlations among \(v_f\), \(v_m\) and \(A_s{v_f}\) were strong and significant, and those between \(v_s\), \(v_c\) and \(A_s{v_f}\) were also high. Relatively large differences between \(v_f\) and \(v_m\) were found when high levels of sexual asymmetry were observed (e.g., in 1999 and 2000).

There was a high correlation between \(A_s{v_f}\) and \(A_s{v_m}\), although the correlation was not significant (Table 3). So, it was implied that both estimates [\(A_s{v}\); based on the differences of relative 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(v_f)</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>82.0</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>85.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v_m)</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>92.2</td>
<td>69.9</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>89.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v_s)</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>83.4</td>
<td>87.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v_c)</td>
<td>90.7</td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>91.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(A_s{v_f}\): effective number of female, \(A_s{v_m}\): effective number of male, \(A_s{v_f} + A_s{v_m}\): average effective number, \(A_s{v}\): effective number of both female and male parents, \(A_s{va}\): effective number of a single pair of parents, \(A_s{vb}\): effective number of a single pair of parents.
frequency between genders and $A_v^{(v)}$ obtained from the differences of the two types of effective numbers] could be used for monitoring sexual asymmetry.

Discussion

Variation in strobilus production

Parents in seed orchards are never equally fertile. There was a large variation of strobilus production among clones in this study. Large differences in female and male strobilus production among clones will cause rapid accumulation of genetic relatedness and potential inbreeding in the orchard crops (Lindgren and Mullin, 1998; Kang, 2001). To monitor and determine genetic diversity, cone and seed properties, phenology, and pollen production should also be considered (El-Kassa-By and Cook, 1994; Kjær, 1996).

From the review of fertility in forest tree populations (Kang et al., 2003), the coefficient of variation (CV) in fertility is considered to be 0.86 in seed orchard populations, which is a typical value found in a survey of first-generation seed orchard (e.g., Harju, 1995; Kang and Lindgren, 1998). The CV found ($CV_f=0.398$ and $CV_m=0.334$ on average) in the present study was less than the typical value (Table 1). This result is supporting that the studied seed orchard is under reasonable equal contribution among clones.

When a seed orchard is younger, trees are smaller and overall pollen or seed production will be lower (Muona and Harju, 1989). The variation of seed and pollen production among clones is larger as the seed orchard is younger. But, the studied seed orchard is considered as a mature orchard; older than 20 years. As the orchard became old, there was the trend of increased seed and pollen-cone production. So, fertility variation among clones would be smaller as the orchard is aging. Seed production in 2003 is higher than the seed production over the studied years (data not shown).

Effective population number

The effective numbers at gamete ($v_f$ and $v_m$) and clone ($v_c$) levels were reasonably large over the observation years. The effective numbers were smaller when the CV in strobilus production was larger. In this study, the effective number of male ($v_m$) was higher than that of female ($v_f$) for the observations only except in 1999. Han et al. (2001b) also found the same tendency in a clonal seed orchard of P. thunbergii. On the contrary, effective numbers for female were higher than those for male in clonal seed orchards of P. sylvestris (Burczyk and Chalupka, 1997) and P. koraiensis (Choi et al., 2004).

The estimates of both $v_f$ and $v_m$ were aimed to formulate sexual asymmetry in the present study. However, information on effective numbers at gamete levels ($v_f$ and $v_m$) might be useful when orchard managers consider the genetic composition of orchard crops under options of supplemental mass pollination or genetic thinning (Kang et al., 2001b).

Based on flowering assessment, there are different ways to calculate effective population numbers for clone level combined with female and male gamete levels (Kjær, 1996; Burczyk and Chalupka, 1997; Kang et al., 2001a). In this study, we employed two ways; the first one ($v_f$) was the simple arithmetic mean of female and male effective numbers (i.e., average of $v_{f,i}$ and $v_{m,i}$), and the second one ($v_c$) was based on the relative frequency of female and male contributions.

The equation for calculating $v_c$ is similar to the equation [5] of Kjær (1996), and the same as the equation [4] of Kang and Lindgren (1998). Kjær’s equation is the variance effective population number, which is the size of an ideal Mendelian population showing the same expected drift between generations as the expected drift in gene frequencies from orchard clones to the seed corps due to unequal flowering. On the same context, Kang and Lindgren (1998) developed the concept of status number ($N_x$) based on the expected contribution of orchard parents to the seed crops. In the other studies, the effective population number in terms of inbreeding sense was estimated using the equation, $N_{e,x} = 1/\sum_{i=1}^n (c_i \times p_i)$ where $c_i$ and $p_i$ were $i$-th clonal relative contributions of male and female, respectively (Muona and Harju, 1989; Burczyk and Chalupka, 1997). The value of $v_c$ will be equal to the census number if all clones contribute equally, which indicates that gene frequencies in the offspring would be the same as those in the orchard clones.

Sexual asymmetry

The estimates of sexual asymmetry [$A_v^{(v)}$ and $A_v^{(m)}$ were negatively correlated with the different types of effective numbers ($v_f$, $v_m$, $v_c$, and $v_i$). $v_i$ was strongly significantly correlated with $v_i$ in this study (Table 3). These results mean that effective numbers will be larger when orchard clones are more sexually symmetric or balanced.

In the relationship between $A_v^{(v)}$ and $A_v^{(m)}$, the values of $A_v^{(v)}$ were smaller than those of $A_v^{(m)}$ but the range of $A_v^{(m)}$ was larger than that of $A_v^{(v)}$ in the entire studied period (Table 2). This implies that $A_v^{(v)}$ is more appropriate and sensitive to the degree of sexual asymmetry than $A_v^{(m)}$. In general, seed orchard managers want equal representation of clones (i.e., equal number of ramets among clones) and sexual symmetry (i.e., positive correlation between female and male contribution) in order to keep high genetic quality of orchard seeds and to maintain allelic frequencies representing an orchard population. However, such expectation is not always desirable (Case 1 versus Case 3 in Table 4).

By definition of $A_v^{(v)}$, the relationship between $v_f$ and $v_m$ can be generalized as $0 \leq (v_f - v_m) < v_i$. In general, $v_f$ is equal or smaller than $v_f$ (see Table 4 below). An exception from this generalization is reported in a clonal seed orchard of P. koraiensis, indicating that the extreme difference between $v_f$ and $v_m$ would make $v_f \approx v_i$ (Choi et al., 2001). This exception is corresponding to Case 4 in Table 4. Han et al. (2001a) reported in the same seed orchard that the grade of sexual asymmetry at juvenile stage was higher [[$A_v^{(v)} = 0.42–0.49$] compared to the result of present study. It implies that orchard clones could be close to sexual symmetry, as an orchard is getting mature.

Table 4. Case study in a hypothetical seed orchard consisting of 4 unrelated clones; gametic contribution of each clone, effective number ($v_f$, $v_m$, $v_c$, $v_i$) and sexual asymmetry [$A_v^{(v)}$, $A_v^{(m)}$].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clone</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
<th>Case 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>female</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_f$, $v_m$</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_f$</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_m$</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_v^{(v)}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_v^{(m)}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Case 1: perfect sexual symmetry, Case 2: perfect sexual asymmetry, Case 3: partial sexual asymmetry, and Case 4: sexual asymmetry with one sex, $v_f$ (or $v_m$) ≠ n and the other, $v_f$ (or $v_m$) = 1.
Numerous studies have been carried out to estimate sexual asymmetry from various points of view based mainly on isozyme marker analyses. Shaw and Allard (1982) suggested an equation to estimate the change of inbreeding coefficient caused by sexual asymmetry. Müller-Starck et al. (1983) reported that the deviation between female and male contribution of each clone indicated differential ovule and pollen production in a clonal seed orchard of P. sylvestris, and such occurrence in terms of sexually asymmetrical fertility-selection affected genotypic structure with heterozygote surplus in offspring for two harvesting years.

Bürczyk and Chalupka (1997) and Kang and Lindgren (1999) estimated the degree of sexual asymmetry of clones, applying Lloyds maleness index in conifer clonal seed orchards. Kjær (1996) reported that the level of sexual asymmetry depended upon the abundance of flowering, with interpretation it as genetic correlation between female and male flowering in a clonal seed orchard of Picea abies. In the present study, however, estimates of sexual asymmetry \( A_{v} \) and \( A_{m} \) were not significantly correlated with the abundance of flowering nor the age of ramets (see Tables 1 and 3).

For estimating sexual asymmetry, the estimates \( A_{v} \) and \( A_{m} \) \( i \) proposed in this study could be distinguished from the isozyme marker studies, which are generally based on the gene pool of a population. Both \( A_{v} \) and \( A_{m} \) are based on the information of genotypes within a population. Let's consider the genotypes of clones were A1A1 for clones 1 and 4, and A1A2 for clones 2 and 3 at a certain locus (see Table 4). By isozyme marker studies, case 2 could be stated as perfect sexual symmetry with the allele frequencies of \( A_{1} = 0.75 \) and \( A_{2} = 0.25 \). Using \( A_{v} \) and \( A_{m} \), however, the case 2 would be oppositely resulted as the state of perfect sexual asymmetry. In Case 3, all the parameters \( v_{i}, v_{m}, v_{h}, v_{e} \) are the highest while \( A_{v} \) and \( A_{m} \) are moderate, which may be a preferable case to orchard managers. From this case study, we could find out that the actual impact of sexual asymmetry on changing of genotypic structure could be under-estimated when we use the equations proposed by Ziehe (1982) and Shaw and Allard (1982).

Although we address the estimation of sexual asymmetry \( A_{v} \) and \( A_{m} \) in seed orchard populations, it is obvious that the theory developed in this study could be applied for natural populations as well, which may be a typical concern of forest geneticists.
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